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RAN founder and board member Randy Hayes was arrested along with actress Darryl Hannah, former RAN staffer linda capato and more than 1,252 concerned
citizens protesting the expansion of the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline by blockading the sidewalk outside the White House: PHOTO: josh lopez

The Outcry For Climate Solutions

Has Become An Uproar
Last fall, Bill McKibben, Phil Radford and I issued a letter calling on
people of conscience to take direct action to amplify the demands
of the climate movement. And that is exactly what I witnessed last
month at the Tar Sands Action in DC. The outcry for a transition
away from fossil fuel expansion and toward a clean energy future
has become an uproar.
When organizing began for the Tar Sands Action at the White
House, which called on President Obama to deny the Keystone XL
oil pipeline that would run through America’s heartland, I thought

RAN calls on bank of america to quit coal
RAN investigates from the frontlines of
INDONESIA’s endangered rainforests 			

it would be an important act of protest. It
became something much more. It became
the largest act of civil disobedience on the
environment this generation has ever seen
and a pivotal moment for the U.S. on climate
change.

When I was in DC, I spoke to a woman named
Julie, a landowner from Nebraska who is the last person in her
county to refuse to sign over her land for the pipeline. She had never
been to a protest, much less been arrested. But she told me that
she had to come to DC because the stakes are so high. Likewise
Eleanor, a landowner from Texas, said to me defiantly: “I am much
more worried about the Keystone Pipeline and the damage it could
do to our climate than I am about my grandchildren being left with
a deficit.”
continued on page 2 > >
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By some estimates, as many as two-thirds of the folks who were
arrested in the White House sit-in had never participated in anything
like that before — and yet they showed up, stood up in DC to voice
their opposition at a critical time. This is what a movement looks
like.
Over the course of the two-week sit-in in DC 1,252 people were
arrested, including top climate scientists, landowners from Texas
and Nebraska, former Obama for America staffers, First Nations
leaders from Canada, and environmentalists from across the
country.
The movement to stop the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline has
become symbolic of our struggle to avert climate catastrophe, and
it’s breaking through and gaining momentum. In the coming months,
RAN will help support the Tar Sands Action group to ensure that we
can get loud enough to stop the Keystone pipeline and build the
momentum necessary to make a difference on climate — but we
need each and every one of you.

The

For those of you looking for a moment to re-galvanize grassroots
momentum on climate,
this is it. For those of
you looking for a way to
concretely demonstrate
to Obama that his
constituents want him to
stand up for ecological
sanity, this is it.
For the Forests,

Rebecca Tarbotton
Executive Director

Nothing highlights this more than recent cases documented by RAN
involving heated social conflict on oil palm plantations in Indonesia
tied directly to Cargill supply chains. The latest incident occurred in
August in the village of Sungai Beruang on the Indonesian island of
Sumatra, where acts of violence, intimidation and home demolition
against Indigenous villagers were carried out by security forces
of Wilmar, a notorious palm oil trader and supplier to Cargill. The
attack was an escalation of a long-simmering tension over land
rights between the native community and Wilmar affiliate Asiatic
Persada. Another wholly owned Wilmar subsidiary, PGEO Edible
Oils, has been a frequent supplier of palm oil to Cargill.
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On July 12, agribusiness giant Cargill announced new commitments
covering palm oil products that it supplies to customers in Europe,
the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. The
commitments state a preference for standards certified by the
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) and/or origination
from smallholder growers by 2015. Cargill also stated its intention
to cover 100 percent of its palm oil products and all customers
worldwide by 2020.

as implement meaningful safeguards in order to prevent these
incidents from taking place again. RAN is asking major Cargill
customers to demand environmental safeguards, social safeguards,
and consistent public transparency and reporting standards.

Cargill’s announcement comes in response to rising demand from
its own customers and the public for palm oil that is free from
controversy. For years RAN has been pushing Cargill to adopt global
safeguards concerning the palm oil it trades, supplies and refines
around the world. While it’s significant that Cargill has committed
to a global baseline of RSPO certification, the RSPO alone does
not guarantee that certified palm oil entering U.S. consumer brands
is free of ties to deforestation, climate change, species extinction,
human rights violations, or slave labor.
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Company Commits to Supply RSPO Certified Palm Oil by 2020

Cargill has a responsibility to take immediate action to resolve the
situation amicably and address the underlying land dispute as well
|
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village leader Pak Suez has been imprisoned for trying to stop the
destruction by the palm oil company operating on his traditional lands.
Photo: Hendrikus Adam / Walhi Kalbar (Friends of the Earth West Kalimantan).
Take Action! Tell Cargill CEO Gregory Page to protect rainforests
and human rights! Visit www.RAN.org/Cargill.
Or write a letter to:
Gregory Page, CEO
Cargill Lake Office
15617 McGinty Rd.
Wayzata, MN 55391
You can can help support this campaign!
Make a donation today at RAN.org/give.
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By Rebecca Tarbotton, RAN Executive Director

PHOTO: Dominik Hofer

From the Canopy

cargill sidesteps palm oil problem

THE

MOTORCYCLE
DIARIES

RAN investigates from the frontlines of INDONESIA’s endangered rainforests
land conflicts
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of Sumatra’s Riau and South Sumatra Provinces, we finally got to
visit a
vibrant version of heaven on earth .

Words and photos by Laurel sutherlin,
RAN communications manager, forest program

We

had just arrived in the small village of Siabu, in the
Kampar region of east central Sumatra . Our plan was to meet up
with
a group of displaced villagers and participate in a land reclamation
and
planting party. The villagers are engaged in a land conflict with a
subsidiary
of pulp and paper giant APP, and their plan was to plant crops on
their
traditional lands and prevent the company from further establishing
a
pulpwood plantation in the disputed area.
In the tense environment of present day rural Sumatran society, the
simple
act of gathering together on disputed territory is an act of resistanc
e,
and the day’s meeting did not go unnoticed. In addition to an underco
ver
character we had met earlier, a group of armed law enforcement
personnel
— including private security, police officers, and at least one quasi-m
ilitary
looking gentleman — had amassed on the outskirts of the villagers
’
assembly.
When Pak Datuk, the customary elder of the local village, stood to
speak,
everyone circled and fell silent. He spoke with the elegance and authority
of a strong and self-assured leader. He said the goal of his people
is to
take action to reclaim their land rights and ancestral territory. He
said they
are bound to be peaceful, to be safe and not to use violence. He
said it is
crucial they maintain their unity in the face of those who would divide
them.
The stories of these people are a microcosm of what’s happening
all over
Sumatra, Borneo and the rest of Indonesia and Malaysia. People
are
displaced, forests are cleared, ecosystems are destroyed. Our meeting
s
this week with allies and community leaders are a piece in the growth
of a
larger movement that is gaining momentum here and at home in
the U.S.
Companies like APP can no longer expect to act with impunity.
|
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Our journey began from the city of Jambi with a harrowing 12-hour
drive through treacherously muddy and mangled roads to the remote,
highland village of Tanjung Alam (literally, “Corner of Nature”), home
to
the traditional Malayu Adat community and surrounded by the largest
block of primary rainforest remaining in Sumatra. These mystical
,
cloud-shrouded slopes are home to the largest remaining populati
on of
Sumatran tigers in the world. Located on the buffer zone of the Kerinci
Seblat National Park, they also contain five species of monkey and
a
bewildering cacophony of birds.
Our host, Rudi (from RAN-ally WAHLI/Friends of the Earth Indonesi
a),
led us to the home of the village leader, which inspired a spontan
eous
gathering of most of the men in the village. From teens to elders,
the
house quickly filled to capacity with eager, curious faces. Lafcadio
charmed the crowd and explained what RAN is and what our purpose
there was.
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RAN’s blog,
This story is an excerpt from the full field report available on
The Understory, at www.RAN.org/MotorcycleDiaries.

The village leaders were proud to take us on a tour of their extensiv
e
gardens, an archetype of deep permaculture principles, designed
by a
people who have inhabited their landscape for dozens of generati
ons.
They practice a sophisticated blend of agroforestry that includes
hillsides
of coffee, elegant groves of cinnamon trees, fields of a leaf called
Niman
that is processed into an oil, acres of terraced rice paddies, forests
of
rubber trees and everywhere a mixture of fruit trees, vegetables,
tobacco
and other useful edible, commercial and medicinal plants.
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The community of Tanjung Alam is part of a regional Adat network
that
consists of 53 villages. Seventeen of these have applied for Hutan
Desa
status, and 7 have now been approved. Hutan Desa (literally, Village
Forest) is a process by which rural forest-based communities can
apply to
the federal government to reclassify areas of the federal forest estate
from
“Production Forest” (a designation in perpetual danger of being cleared
and converted into pulpwood or palm oil plantations) into a commun
itybased management status.
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RAN Calls on bank of America
to quit coal

tar sands action KICKS OFF in D.C.
A Defining Moment for the Obama Administration on Climate Change

»» No financing for companies pursuing new coalfired power plants and life-extending retrofits of
existing coal-fired power plants.
»» No financing for companies engaged in
mountaintop removal coal mining.
»» No financing for companies pursuing coal export
infrastructure.
»» Shift the balance of energy financing to support
power generation that is less threatening to our
health and environment.

Earlier this year, RAN put the six largest U.S. banks ‘on notice’
demanding a transition in energy financing away from dirty coal and
toward clean energy solutions. We followed the money and it turns
out that Bank of America, the largest bank in the United States and
the sixth largest in the world, stands out as the largest financier of
coal in the country.

At the end of this year, President Obama will decide whether to
approve the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline, a 1,700-mile long
pipeline that would transport oil from the tar sands of Alberta,
Canada across the U.S. to refineries along the Gulf Coast. Unlike
other important environmental decisions in which he’s been stymied
by Congress, President Obama can act alone here and make good
on the campaign promises he made about “ending the tyranny of
oil.”

Coal is the single-largest source of greenhouse gas pollution in
the United States, and the U.S. is the world’s second-largest coal
producer despite its impact on polluting our air, damaging our
climate, and threatening our health.

The Keystone XL would lock America into decades of dirty energy
dependency at a time when we need just the opposite. Tar sands
oil is the dirtiest type of crude, generating three times the CO2
emissions as conventional oil, and will soon make Canada the largest
contributor to global warming. The Keystone XL pipeline, if built,
would threaten ecosystems and fresh water supplies, including the
Ogallala Aquifer, by carrying up to 900,000 barrels of heavy crude oil
per day through the U.S. heartland.

Over the past two years, Bank of America has invested $4.3 billion in
the coal industry–more than any other bank–including financing for
ten of the largest utilities operating coal-fired power plants.
It’s long past time for Bank of America to shift its investment dollars
away from coal and toward clean, green renewable energy.
RAN is demanding that Bank of America spend not one more dollar
on coal. Bank of America has an opportunity to lead the banking
industry by developing a comprehensive coal policy that commits
the company to shifting its financing away from coal and toward
investments in renewable energy.

RAN activists posE as “Billionaires for Coal” during a lunchtime RALLY outside a
bank of america branch in san francisco’s financial district, celebrating Bank of
America’s status as the #1 investor in coal companies in the U.S. PHOTO: kim white

Dr. James Hansen, America’s leading climate scientist, has stated
that full exploitation of Canada’s tar sands would be “essentially
game over” for efforts to solve climate change.

Controversy over the pipeline has been heating up for the president
in the last few months. Between August 20 and September 3, 1,252
people from all 50 U.S. states as well as Canada converged in DC to
take part in a two-week sit-in at the White House. It was the largest
act of non-violent civil disobedience the environmental movement
has seen in more than a generation.
The action was spearheaded by environmentalist and author Bill
McKibben, and is being supported by RAN. On August 23, leading
U.S. environmental organizations released a letter calling on President
Obama to block the Keystone XL pipeline. The organizations include
Environmental Defense Fund, Sierra Club, Natural Resources,
Greenpeace, National Wildlife Federation, Friends of the Earth, 350.
org, League of Conservation Voters, and RAN.
For updates on next steps to stop the Keystone XL pipeline, visit
wwwTarSandsAction.org.
Participants take part in civil disobedience at the front
gates of the white house to oppose the keystone xl pipeline.
PHOTOS: JOSH LOPEZ; BOTTOM LEFT: SHADIA FAYNE WOOD

Take Action! Tell Bank of America CEO Brian Moynihan to stop
supporting coal! Visit www.RAN.org/BofA, or write a letter to:
Brian T Moynihan
CEO, Bank ofAmerica
Bank of America Corporation Center
100 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28255
You can can help support this campaign!
Make a donation today at RAN.org/give.
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don’t miss it for the world!
Come celebrate your role in supporting an organization that
believes meaningful change can only be achieved through
savvy, passionate, and effective action.
On October 12, RAN supporters will gather for REVEL: The
Art of Activism at the California Academy of Sciences in San
Francisco’s Golden Gate Park. This year’s celebration includes
the illustrious World Rainforest Awards, featuring awardwinning journalist and author Naomi Klein and culture-jamming
provocateurs The Yes Men—all in the company of RAN’s
closest friends and supporters.

California Academy of Sciences

October 12 San Francisco
Get ready to be transported to the rainforest. Dinner guests at
REVEL will be treated to a private tour of the California Academy
of Science’s living, four-story rainforest, in addition to savoring
local, organic cuisine, sipping handcrafted cocktails, and sharing
inspiring stories from the frontlines of RAN’s campaigns.
To become a sponsor and for more information, please visit
RAN.org/REVEL, or contact Meghan Weimer at mweimer@RAN.org
or (415) 659-0536.

